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State. This made it possible for Moscow thenceforward to
uphold with the greatest persistence the theory of "non-
intervention in the internal affairs of a foreign state." Thence-
forward, to take only one example, the representatives of the
Reich in Moscow and the provinces had to look on quietly while
Germans were being banished and executed close by on
trumpery pretexts. If any attempt at protest was made, the
Russians pointed out that such protest was inconsistent with
the theory of non-intervention which had been recognized by
the Reich Government itself.
As an example of the outrages practised on Germans in
Russia, take the execution of Dr. Ernst Schiele, the last president
of the German Academy in Petrograd, who was shot with his
wife, on the usual charge of being a counter-revolutionary^ a
few miles from the German Consulate-General in Petrograd.
Dr. Schiele was a German Bait from what is now Estonia, and
could,, had he chosen, have returned to Estonia and secured
a good medical practice there. But when I visited him in
Petrograd in 1921 he declared that "the captain must be the
last to leave a sinking ship." Thousands of Germans have
perished as he did, some dragged away to forced labour in the
north and in Siberia, others starved to death in the very towns.
Only Finland, as mentioned above, is in a special position.
The result of this was that when the persecution and extermi-
nation of Finns in Karelia and Ingermanland became particu-
larly severe in 1926, Finland brought the question before the
League of Nations, i.e. the Court of Arbitration at The Hague,
pleading the assurance given by Moscow in 1920. The only
result, it is true, was that the Soviet Government ignored
Finland's move, pointing out that it (the Soviet) had nothing
to do with the League of Nations.
Now, when the Soviet Union is a member of the League, of
course the situation has quite changed. Profound indignation
is felt in Finland at the latest measures taken by Moscow to
annihilate the Finns in Russia. It is said that Moscow has

